CONSTRUCTION KEY NOTES

1. PROVIDE "PURPLE BOARD" GYPSUM THROUGHOUT. REFER TO PARTITION SHEET.

2. ALL WALLS TO BE P1 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

3. PROVIDE BLOCKING AT T.V. LOCATION.

4. PROVIDE FIRE RESISTANT 3/4" D FIRE RETARDANT PLYWOOD PAINTED BLACK FROM 6" AFF. TO 8'-6" ON ALL WALLS. (LEAVE FIRE RATING MARKING VISIBLE)

5. PROVIDE LINTEL AT NEW OPENING IN EXISTING WALL. REFER TO STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

6. COLUMN COVER TO BE PITTCON SD SERIES 12" DIAMETER, HEIGHT OF COLUMN COVER TO BE COORDINATED WITH RCP HEIGHTS. COLUMN INFILL TO MATCH EXISTING CONSTRUCTION ADJACENT TO OPENING. REFER TO WALL SECTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

7. PROVIDE "DOMESTIC COLD WATER HOOK UP W/ SHUT OFF VALVE FOR COFFEE/WATER IN MILLWORK. REFER TO "P" DRAWINGS FOR MORE INFORMATION.

8. PROVIDE "P" DRAWINGS FOR MORE INFORMATION.

9. PROVIDE BLOCKING AT T.V. LOCATION.

10. PROVIDE BLOCKING AT NEW WINDOW. REFER TO SHEETS A-820 AND A-830 FOR SPECS AND DETAILS.

11. PROVIDE LINTEL AT NEW OPENING IN EXISTING WALL. REFER TO STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

12. PROVIDE "PURPLE BOARD" GYPSUM THROUGHOUT. REFER TO PARTITION SHEET.

13. PROVIDE LINTEL AT NEW OPENING IN EXISTING WALL. REFER TO STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

14. PROVIDE LINTEL AT NEW OPENING IN EXISTING WALL. REFER TO STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

15. PROVIDE "PURPLE BOARD" GYPSUM THROUGHOUT. REFER TO PARTITION SHEET.

16. PROVIDE "PURPLE BOARD" GYPSUM THROUGHOUT. REFER TO PARTITION SHEET.

17. PROVIDE "PURPLE BOARD" GYPSUM THROUGHOUT. REFER TO PARTITION SHEET.

18. PROVIDE "PURPLE BOARD" GYPSUM THROUGHOUT. REFER TO PARTITION SHEET.

19. PROVIDE "PURPLE BOARD" GYPSUM THROUGHOUT. REFER TO PARTITION SHEET.

20. PROVIDE "PURPLE BOARD" GYPSUM THROUGHOUT. REFER TO PARTITION SHEET.
REFLECTED CEILING KEY NOTES

01 CONTINUOUS "F8A" LIGHT FIXTURE TO RUN HORIZONTALLY ALONG CEILING AND VERTICALLY DOWN NORTH WALL (BOTH IN WOOD). EXACT LIGHTING LOCATION TO BE COORDINATED WITH I.T. RACK LAYOUT & MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT. REVEALS TO ALIGN WITH MULLIONS.

02 RUN CEILING CLOSE TO STRUCTURE AS PERMITTED BY OVERHEAD OBSTRUCTIONS.